Abstract. We study a learning problem which allows for a "fair" comparison between unsupervised learning methods-probabilistic model construction, and more traditional algorithms that directly learn a classification. The merits of each approach are intuitively clear: inducing a model is more expensive computationally, but may support a wider range of predictions. Its performance, however, will depend on how well the postulated probabilistic model fits that data. To compare the paradigms we consider a model which postulates a single binary-valued hidden variable on which all other attributes depend. In this model, finding the most likely value of any one variable (given known values for the others) reduces to testing a linear function of the observed values. We learn the model with two techniques: the standard EM algorithm, and a new algorithm we develop based on covariances. We compare these, in a controlled fashion, against an algorithm (a version of Winnow) that attempts to find a good linear classifier directly. Our conclusions help delimit the fragility of using a model that is even "slightly" simpler than the distribution actually generating the data, vs. the relative robustness of directly searching for a good predictor.
Introduction
In the archetypical unsupervised learning problem a collection of unlabeled learning examples {x = (x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x n )} is given and a model is learned that fits the data. As an alternative, one may try to learn each of the x i s as a function of the other bits in the examples, adopting a supervised learning model in which the bit x i is the label. In many cases, the learned model itself is of little interest, and one is more interested in predictions done using this model on future, partially specified, examples. In these cases, a direct comparison between the two learning paradigms can be performed. In this paper we study an instantiation of this problem that allows for an interesting and fair comparison of the paradigms.
We consider the classic task of predicting a binary (0/1) target variable x 0 , based on the values of some n other binary variables x 1 . . . x n . We can distinguish between two styles of learning approaches for such tasks. Parametric algorithms postulate some form of probabilistic model underlying the data, and try to fit the model's parameters. To classify an example we can compute the conditional probability distribution for x 0 given the values of the known variables, and then predict the most probable value. Non-parametric algorithms do not assume that the training data has a particular form. They instead search directly in the space of possible classification functions, attempting to find one with small error on the training set of examples. While the generalization properties of the parametric methods rely on the ability to approximate the underlying probability distribution, the non-parametric methods make no attempt to estimate this distribution; their generalization relies on approximately fitting the training data and on that the training and test data are sampled from the same distribution (Valiant, 1984; Vapnik, 1995) .
An important advantage of parametric approaches is that the induced model can be used to support a wide range of inferences, aside from the specified classification task. On the other hand, to postulate a particular form of probabilistic model can be a very strong assumption. So it is important to understand how robust such methods are when the real world deviates from the assumed model.
In this paper, we report on some experiments that test this issue. We consider a standard and rather restricted model involving an unobserved explanatory variable, which still however retains considerable interest. Specifically, we consider the case of n + 1 conditionally independent attributes x i together with a single unobserved variable z, also assumed to be binary valued, on which the x i depend (henceforth, the binary CIA model).
Given a fixed value of z, the value of each x i is independently generated: x i is 1 with some probability p z i , otherwise 0. Note that the probabilities depend on z. There are thus 2n + 3 parameters: the 2(n + 1) probabilities p z i (i = 0 . . . n), and one further parameter α determining the probability that z = 1. Although the attributes' values are independent given either value for z, we do not know z and so the attributes will appear to be correlated.
In fact, such models are plausible in many domains. As a motivating example consider the case of disambiguation in natural language interpretation tasks, such as pronunciation or context-sensitive spelling correction (Golding & Roth, 1999) . In a given context the occurrence of a single word or a phoneme may be viewed as a random variable that is, to a good approximation, independent of the occurrence of other words. When the context is not known, however, the words will appear to be correlated.
In our studies, the unsupervised methods fit the parameters of the CIA model using the well-known expectation-maximization (EM) technique (Dempster, Laird, & Rubin, 1977) , and also with a new algorithm we have developed based on estimating covariances. Both these methods, naturally, make some assumptions on the probabilistic model that generates the data.
In the unsupervised, nonparametric case, we simply search for a good linear separator. This is because the optimal predictors for the binary CIA model (i.e., for predicting one variable given known values for the rest) are also linear. This means that our comparison is "fair" in the sense that neither strategy can choose from classifiers with more expressive power than the other.
As a representative of the non-parametric class of algorithms, we use the Winnow algorithm of Littlestone (1988) , with some modifications. Winnow works directly to find a "good" linear separator. It is guaranteed to find a perfect separator if one exists, and empirically seems to be fairly successful even when there is no perfect separator (Golding & Roth, 1999; Blum 1997) . It is also very fast. We have made two significant modifications to the basic Winnow algorithm; one modification serves to reduce the variance of the predictor, and the other improves its generalization ability by searching for a "thick" linear separator, namely, a linear separator that is constrained to have a specified margin (Cortes & Vapnik 1995) .
Our experimental methodology is to first generate synthetic data from a true CIA model and test performance; we then study various deviations from the model. There are various interesting issues involved in constructing good experiments, including the desirability of controlling the inherent "difficulty" of learning a model.
While our parametric algorithm assumes the CIA model with a binary valued hidden variable, we are going to evaluate its performance on a class of distributions parameterized by the number of values the hidden variable takes, and study how performance changes as the target deviates from the assumed model. A similar tradeoff exists for the non-parametric models. It is easy to see that if we want to predict the most likely value of a binary variable z in the CIA model, given observed values forx, the prediction region will be defined by a linear combination ofx. The same is true if one wishes to predict the value of any single attribute, such as x 0 , given values for the other attributes. Thus, the learned linear separator is expressive enough to represent the Bayes optimal predictor. This is not true any more when the unobserved variable z can take more that two values. Since we cannot characterize the entire space, we consider here only deviations in which the data is drawn from a CIA model in which the hidden variable can take more than two values.
Our observations are not qualitatively surprising. CIA does well when the assumed model is correct, but performance degrades when the world departs from the model. But as we discuss, we found it surprising how fragile this model can sometimes be, when compared against algorithms such as Winnow. This is even though the data is not linearly separable either, and so one might expect the direct learning techniques to degrade in performance as well. But it seems that Winnow and related approaches are far less fragile.
We summarize the conclusions and contributions of this paper as follows. First, this paper presents empirical data concerning the performance of various algorithms for what is one of the most prototypical learning situation. This may be of assistance in selecting a learning technique for a real problem. Second, we have proposed a new learning techniques for the parameters of a binary CIA model, as well as a novel version of the Winnow algorithm.
The main contribution of this work is that our results shed light on the specific tradeoff between the unsupervised learning of a probabilistic model versus direct search for a good classifier.
1 Specifically, they illustrate the dangers of predicting using a model that is even "slightly" simpler than the distribution actually generating the data, vs. the relative robustness of directly searching for a good predictor. Given that using the parameter fitting approach studied here (e.g., EM) is a fairly common practice even in cases where the generative model is not well understood, this would seem to be an important practical issue as well as a warning sign, and highlights the need for some better theoretical understanding of the notion of "robustness". 2 We note that two recent works (Freund & Mansour, 1999; Cryan, Goldberg, & Goldberg, 1998 ) study the problem of learning binary CIA and provide algorithms that provably approximate the mixture distribution (in the KL-divergence sense) efficiently (although with large degree polynomials) for the case in which the probabilities p z i are bounded away from 1/2 by a constant.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the CIA model. In Section 3 we present our unsupervised learning methods-the EM algorithm and a Covariances-Based approach. A discussion of the CIA model and its relations to linear separators is presented in Section 4. The direct learning method is presented in Section 5, followed by a section on our methodology and experimental design in Section 6 and the experimental results in Section 7.
Conditionally independent attributes
Throughout we assume that each example is a binary vectorx ∈ {0, 1} n+1 , and that each example is generated independently at random according to some unknown distribution on {0, 1} n+1 . We use X i to denote the i'th attribute, considered as a random variable, and x i to denote a value for X i , i = 0, 1, . . . , n.
In the conditionally independent attribute (CIA) model, examples are generated as follows. We postulate a "hidden" variable Z with k values, which takes values z for 0 ≤ z < k with probability α z ≥ 0. Since we must have
Having randomly chosen a value z for the hidden variable, we choose the value x i for each observable X i : the value is 1 with probability p Note that there are thus (n + 1)k probability parameters p (z) i . In the following, let P denote the set of all (n + 1)k + k − 1 parameters in the model. From this point, and until Section 6, we always assume that k = 2 and in this case, to simplify notation, we write α 1 as α, α 0 (= 1 − α) as α , p 
Unsupervised learning for CIA
In this section we consider the unsupervised learning problem induced by the CIA. Given a sample of observationsx = (x 1 , x 1 , . . . , x n ) the unsupervised approach attempts to learn the maximum-likelihood parameters of the distribution given the data. That is, we attempt to find the set of parameters that maximizes the probability of the data observed. Ifx = (x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x n ) is one observation, the likelihood is simply:
The maximum likelihood estimate of P = (α, p 1 , . . . , p n , q 1 , . . . q n ) is the value that maximizes s j=1 P P (x j ) wherex j ranges over all the s examples seen. (Note that we use superscripts to select particular examples and subscripts range over attributes.)
The Expectation-Maximization algorithm (EM)
Finding the maximum likelihood parameterization analytically appears to be a difficult problem, even in this rather simple setting. However, a practical approach is to use the well-known Expectation-Maximization algorithm (EM) (Dempster, Laird, & Rubin, 1977) , which is an iterative approach that always converges to a local maximum of the likelihood function. By performing several EM runs with different (random) initializations one can hope to find a good (ideally, globally optimal) parameterization.
In this paper we omit a general discussion of how EM works but for completeness provide below the derivation of the update rule for the general CIA model.
We begin with a randomly chosen parameterization P. Using Eq. 1, the probability that a data pointx j comes from each of the k values of Z is given by:
Next we can compute the expected log likelihood of the s examples seen:
Differentiating with respect to all parameters we can now find new values forα i and p z i for which the expected (log) likelihood receives an extremal value. Remember that
and thus the new values for the αs are given by:
E dp
and thus
In summary (for the binary CIA case), we begin with a randomly chosen parameterization P, and then we iterate the following two computation steps until (apparent) convergence:
Maximization:
Reestimate P as follows (writing U = j u j and V = j v j ):
The maximization phase works as though we were estimating parameters by taking averages based on weighted labeled data (i.e., in which we see z). Ifx j is a sample point, these fictional data points are (x j , z = 1) with weight u j /U and (x j , z = 0) with weight v j /V . After convergence has been detected (itself a decision that requires some care) all we know is that we are near a local minima of the likelihood function. Thus it is prudent to repeat the process with many different restarts. Since our objective is to measure the learning potential intrinsic to CIA, rather than computational efficiency, all our experiments were extremely conservative concerning the stopping criteria at each iteration, and in the number of iterations we tried. But in practice, we are never sure that the true optimum has been located.
Covariances-Based approach
Partly in response to concerns just expressed, we also developed another technique for learning P. The algorithm, which we call COV, is based on measuring the covariance between pairs of attributes.
Since we do not see Z , attributes will appear to be correlated. Let µ i , µ j , µ i, j be the expectations of X i , X j , (X i and X j ), respectively:
and denote the covariance between X i and X j ,
Then, if the CIA model is the correct model for the data, it is easy to show that
Furthermore, we can get very accurate estimates of µ i just by observing the proportion of samples in which x i is 1 3 Thus, if we could estimate both α and the δ i s it would be trivial to set up equations and solve for estimates of p i and q i .
To estimate δ i , suppose we have computed all the pairwise covariances using the data; we useŷ i, j to denote our estimate of y i, j . For any distinct j, k = i we clearly have
so we could estimate δ 2 i using this equation. A better estimate would be to consider all pairs j, k and average the individual estimates. However, not all individual estimates are equally good. The smaller y j,k is, the less reliable we should expect the estimate to be (and in the limit, where X j and X k are perfectly uncorrelated, we get no valid estimate at all). This suggests that we use a weighted average, with the weights proportional to y j,k . Using these weights leads us to the next equation for determining δ i , which, after simplification, is:
By substituting the estimatesŷ i, j we get an estimate for αα δ 2 i . This estimate can be computed in linear time except for the determination of j,k: j =k |y j,k | which, although quadratic, does not depend on i and so can be computed once and for all.
Thus this phase of the algorithm takes O(n 2 ) time in total to estimate αα δ 2 i for all i. In practice (although not in our experiments), one can construct variants of this procedure that average over fewer terms, gaining efficiency at the sacrifice of some accuracy. The limiting procedure, which is to use just a single pair j, k for each i, gives a linear algorithm. However, this is probably not advisable unless the sample size is quite large.
It remains only to estimate α and the signs of the δ i 's. Briefly, to determine the signs we first stipulate that δ 0 is positive. (Because we never see z, one sign can be chosen at random.) In principle, then, the sign of δ j will then be equal to the sign of y 0, j , which we have an estimate for. In practice, this can be statistically unreliable for small sample sizes and so we use a slightly more involved "voting" procedure.
Finally we estimate α. We have found no better method of doing this than to simply search for the optimal value, using likelihood as the search criterion. However, this is only a 1-dimensional search and it turns out to be quite efficient in practice.
As we have mentioned above, the expectations µ i can be estimated accurately, with error that decreases as 1/ sample size. Furthermore, the deviation from this estimate can be bounded, with high probability, using standard techniques. Similarly, this can be done for the estimates in Eq. 5 and in Eq. 6. Consequently, it is possible to show that with high probability, given sufficient data, the estimates we derive for δ 2 i are accurate, and when it is bounded away from 0, so is its sign. See, for example, Cryan, Goldberg, and Goldberg (1998) for a similar analysis. We do not give the details of the fairly standard analysis here since this is not the focus of this work.
The entire algorithm works substantially faster than EM in most our experiments. In our experiments the bulk of the work is the O(n 2 ) non-iterative phase in which we estimate αα δ 2 i .
Linear separators and CIA
In this section we develop the relations between learning in the CIA model and linear separators, so that we can use it later on in the supervised learning approach to learning in the CIA model.
Given a fully parameterized CIA model, we may be interested in predicting the value of one variable, say X 0 , given known values for the remaining variables. One can show that in fact the optimal prediction region is given by a linear separator in the other variables. The observation that this holds for the case where one wishes to predict z goes back to Minsky and Papert (1969) . Observing that it holds when predicting any one of the observed attributes from the rest is a straightforward extension that we present below.
It is implicit in the following that we are considering some fixed set of parameters P. When X 0 is unobserved, the conditional odds that X 0 is 1 can be written:
,
The region in which X 1 = 1 is more likely than X 1 = 0 is the region in which O(x 0 = 1 | x 1 , . . . , x n ) > 1. From the above, this occurs when
Assuming, for the moment, that p 0 > 1/2, we have that there is some constant C = 1−2q 0 2 p 0 −1 such that if Q > C, X 0 = 1 is more likely than X 0 = 0. Equivalently, log Q > log C. Finally, we note that
is a linear function of the x i 's. Thus the Bayes optimal prediction rule for x 0 , given x 1 . . . ,x n is given by the linear condition (under which we predict 1): log Q − log C > 0. Note that if in fact p 0 < 0.5, the rule is reversed: we predict 1 if log Q − log C < 0. Finally note that C < 0 if both p 0 , q 0 > 0.5 (resp. p i , q i < 0.5). In this case the rule is degenerate: always predict 1 (resp., 0). Note that if we had been trying to predict some other variable, x 1 say, rather than x 0 , the coefficients for all x i (i = 0, 1) would have been the same, up to sign. (In fact, |c i | = |log , depends on which variable we are trying to predict. The same observation is true if we wish instead to predict the value of Z given values for all of the x i . This observation means that, in principle, if we learn a linear predictor for one variable we can use this to help form a predictor for any other variable, or for Z . (There are various ways of dealing with the varying constant coefficient. Perhaps the simplest is to note that we can perform a binary search to find the "best" constant; i.e., that which leads to best performance on a training set.) One application of this is when we really are interested in Z . Since we do not see Z , this is an unsupervised learning problem. However, we can convert it to a supervised learning problem by trying to learn a good linear separator for any variable x i . On the other hand suppose, more commonly, that we really are interested in learning how to predict x 0 . We might try to learn a linear predictor for x 0 , perhaps using Winnow. However, we can also simultaneously try to learn predictors for each variable x i given the others. To the extent the CIA model is accurate, these predictors can be used to improve the predictor we find for x 0 .
In the experimental study that follows, we concentrate on predicting x 0 and point out, given the discussion above, that the same holds for any other predictions, including uncovering the hidden variable.
We make a simple observation concerning learnability of the Bayes optimal predictor for a binary CIA model. This predictor clearly minimizes the expected loss among the class of linear predictors, which for such a predictor L is defined to be 1 for points in the region L < 0 such that x 0 = 1 and for points in the region L > 0 for which x 0 = 0, and is 0 otherwise. This suggest an obvious learning strategy: simply try to find the line which minimizes this loss on the training set. How many samples would then be required? We can appeal to the result of Kearns and Schapire (1994) (Thm 5 .1), which shows that, even though there is no perfect classifier, the sample size required nevertheless depends the VCdimension of the class (see, e.g., Vapnik, 1995) , which for the class of linear classifiers is just n + 1. It follows that a polynomial size sample is sufficient to ensure the "correctness" (in the precise sense of Kearns and Schapire (1994) of this learning procedure for learning the Bayes-optimal separator under the binary CIA assumption.
This observation only tells us about sample complexity. Unfortunately, in general the task of finding a linear separator that minimizes disagreements on a collection of examples is known to be NP-hard (Höffgen & Simon, 1992) . So instead we use an algorithm called Winnow that is known to produce good results when a linear separator exists, as well as under certain more relaxed assumptions (Littlestone, 1991) , and appears to be quite effective in practice (Golding & Roth, 1999; Blum, 1997) .
Learning using a Winnow-based algorithm
The basic version of the Winnow algorithm (Littlestone, 1988) keeps an n-dimensional vector w = (w 1 , . . . w n ) of positive weights (i.e., w i is the weight associated with the ith feature), which it updates whenever a mistake is made. Initially, the weight vector is typically set to assign an equal positive weight to all features. The algorithm has 3 parameters, a promotion parameter α > 1, a demotion parameter 0 < β < 1 and a threshold θ . For a given instance (x 1 , . . . , x n ) the algorithm predicts that
The algorithm updates its hypothesis only when a mistake is made. If the algorithm predicts 0 and the label (i.e., x 0 ) is 1 (positive example) then the weights which correspond to active attributes (x i = 1) are promoted-the weight w i is replaced by a larger weight α · w i . Conversely, if algorithm predicts 1 and the received label is 0, then the weights which correspond to active features are demoted by factor β. In both cases, all other weights maintain the same value. We allow for negative weights as follows. Given an example (x 1 , . . . , x n ), we rewrite it as an example over 2n variables (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y 2n ) where y i = x i and y n+i = 1 − x i , i = 1, . . . n. We then apply Winnow just as above to learn 2n (positive) weights. If w + i is the weight associated with x i and w − i is the weight associated with x n+i (i.e., 1 − x i ), then the prediction rule is simply to compare
with the threshold.
In the experiments described here we have made two significant modifications to the basic algorithm. To reduce variance, our final classifier is a weighted average of several classifiers; each is trained using a subsample from the training set, and its weight is based on how well it was doing on that sample (this is a form of Bagging (Breiman, 1996) . Second, we biased the algorithm so as to look for "thick" classifiers. To understand this, consider the case in which the data is perfectly linearly separable (this is not the case for the probabilistic concepts generating our experimental data or for most real world data). Then there will generally be many linear concepts that separate the training data we actually see. Among these, it seems plausible that we have a better chance of doing well on the unseen test data if we choose a linear concept that separates the positive and negative training examples as "widely" as possible. This intuition is made formal within the support vector machine approach (Cortes & Vapnik, 1995) . The idea of having a wide separation is less clear when there is no perfect separator, but we can still appeal to the basic intuition. To bias the search towards "thick" separators, we change Winnow's training rule somewhat. We now have a new margin parameter τ . As before, we always update when our current hypothesis makes a mistake, but now we also update if | n i=1 w i x i − θ | is less than τ , even if the prediction is correct. In our experiments, we found that performance when using this version of Winnow is better than that of the basic algorithm, so in this paper we present results for the former.
Experimental methodology
Aside from the choice of algorithm used, the number of attributes n, and the sample size s, our experiments also differed in two other dimensions. These are the type of process generating the data (we will be interested in various deviations from CIA), and the "difficulty" of the problem. These features are determined by the data model we use (i.e., the distribution over {0, 1} n+1 used to generate data sets). Our first experiments consider the case where the data really is drawn from a binary CIA distribution. We associated with any such distribution a "difficulty" parameter B, which is the accuracy with which one could predict the value of Z if one actually knew the correct model. (Of course, even with knowledge of the correct model we should not expect 100% accuracy. Specifically, B is computed by averaging max {P j 1 , 1− P j 1 } from Eq. 2 across data points and sampled modeled.) The ability to control B allows us to select and study models with different qualitative characteristics. In particular, this has allowed us to concentrate our experiments on fairly "hard" instances, 4 and to more meaningfully compare trials with differing numbers of attributes.
We denote by CIA(n, 2, b) the class of all data models which are binary CIA distributions over n variables with difficulty b. It is nontrivial to efficiently select random models from this class. Briefly, our scheme is to choose each parameter in a CIA model independently from a symmetric beta distribution. Thus, the model parameters will have expected value 0.5. We choose the parameter of the beta distribution (which determines concentration about 0.5) so that the average B value of the models thus generated, equals b. Finally, we use rejection sampling to find CIA models with B values that are exactly b ± 1%. The next family of data models we used are also CIA models, but now using more than two values for the hidden variable. We denote the family using k values as CIA (n, k, b) where n and b are as before. When k > 2 there are more complex correlation patterns between the X i than when k = 2. Furthermore, the optimal predictor is not necessarily linear. The specific results we discuss in the next section have concentrated on this case.
Given any set of parameters, including a particular class of data models, our experiments are designed with the goal of good statistical accuracy. We repeatedly (typically 100 to 300 times) choose a data model at random from the chosen class, choose a sample of the appropriate size from this model, and then run all our algorithms. Each algorithm produces a (linear) hypothesis. We measure the success rate S alg (i.e., the proportion of times a hypothesis makes the correct prediction of x 0 ) by drawing yet more random samples from the data model being used. In the test phase we always draw enough new samples so that the confidence interval for S alg , for the results on a single model, has width at most ±1%.
We use the S alg values to construct a normalized measure of performance (denoted T ) as follows. Let S best be the best possible accuracy attainable for predicting x 0 (i.e., the accuracy achieved by the actual model generating the data). Let S const denote the performance of the best possible constant prediction rule (i.e., the rule that predicts the most likely a priori value for x 0 ). Note that S const and S best can vary from model to model. For each model we compute
and our normalized statistic T is the average of these values. It can be thought of as measuring the percentage of the possible predictive power, over a plausible baseline, that an algorithm achieves. Note that for a single model, the constant predictor and the optimal predictor score 0 and 1, respectively, in this measure. However, we still occasionally see negative normalized scores, especially when algorithms are trained on very small samples. Two other performance measures that we considered were the averaged raw accuracy figures, and the average accuracies where we normalize each raw figure simply by dividing by the corresponding S best ; we call this latter measure U . 5 The raw measure has the flaw that it is hard to compare between different data models; we wouldn't know whether 70%, say, is superb performance relative to what is possible or whether it is unacceptable. The last two measures have, in principle, the statistical disadvantage that they weight "easy" problems excessively relative to hard problems.
Results
We only report on a small, but representative, selection of our experiments in any detail. For instance, although we have considered many values of n ranging from 10 to 500, here we show six graphs (figures 1-6) giving the learning curves for CIA(n, k, 0.90) for n = 10, 75, and for k = 2, 3, 5; as noted, we display the normalized statistic T . The error bars show the standard error, 6 providing an indication of accuracy. Not surprisingly, when the data model is binary CIA, the EM algorithm does extremely well, learning significantly (if not overwhelmingly) faster than Winnow. But as we depart from the binary CIA assumption, the performance of EM quickly degrades.
When k = 3 performances is, on the whole, very similar for Winnow and EM. But when k = 5 Winnow is already superior to EM; significantly and uniformly so for n = 10. For fixed k the difference seems to become somewhat less dramatic as n increases; in figure 6 (for n = 75) Winnow is less obviously dominant, and in fact is not better than EM until the sample size has reached 100. (But when s ≤ n, meaning that we have fewer samples than attributes, the performance is uniformly dismal anyway.)
Should we attribute this degradation to the binary CIA assumption, or to the EM itself? (I.e., it is possible, in principle, that the true maximum likelihood binary-CIA model would perform much better than we are seeing, and that the problem is simply that EM doesn't find it.) This question is our reason for also considering the covariance algorithm. We see that the results for COVare generally similar to EM's, supporting our belief that the phenomena we see are properties inherent to the model rather than to the specific algorithm being used. Similarly (the results are omitted) we have tried several other algorithms that try to find good linear separators directly, including the classic Perceptron algorithm (Minsky & Papert, 1969) ; our version of Winnow was the best on the experiments we tried and thus we conjecture that its performance is (somewhat) indicative of what is possible for any such approach.
As the comparison between n = 10 and n = 75 illustrates, there is little qualitative difference between the phenomena observed as the number of attributes increases. Nevertheless, as n grows it does seem that Winnow needs more examples before its performance surpasses that of the other algorithms (for any fixed k). As already noted, this may be due simply to the very "noisy" nature of the region s ≤ n. It is also partially an artifact of way we select models by fixing the difficulty level: for fixed b, as n increases all the model probabilities must become closer to 0.5 on average. As previously noted, we also experimented with varying "difficulty" (B) levels. Illustrative of these are figures 7 and 8, which show runs under CIA(10, 2, 0.98) and CIA(10, 5, 0.98). As can be seen the main difference is that Winnow is a little faster in surpassing EM when the data deviates from the assumed model, but when the data model really is binary CIA, and EM converge even faster to an optimal performance.
Our final graphs, figures 9 and 10, show results for CIA(10, 3, 0.98) using the two other performance measures discussed in Section 6. These are extremely similar and useful mostly for indicating the scale of the unnormalized performance (or partially normalized in the case of U ). We found all measures to highlight essentially the same qualitative phenomena, but that T was more informative about the details. These patterns were confirmed when we tried to compare the approaches on real data. We have used data that originates from a problem in which assuming a hidden "context" variable seems somewhat plausible. The data is taken from the context-sensitive spelling correction domain. We used one data set from those that were used in Golding and Roth, (1999) . For example, given sentences in which the word passed or past appear, the task is to determine, for each such occurrence, which of the two it should be. This task may be modeled by thinking of the "context" as a hidden variable in our sense. Yet when we tried to learn in this case under the CIA model, with a binary valued hidden variable, the results were no better than just predicting the most likely classification (around 70%). Winnow, in contrast, performed extremely well and exceeds 95% on this task. We hesitate to read much into our limited real-data experiments, other than to note that so far they are consistent with the more careful experiments on synthetic data.
Conclusion
By restricting to a binary hidden variable, we have been able to consider a "fair" comparison between unsupervised learning methods-probabilistic model construction, and more traditional algorithms that directly learn a classification-at least in the sense that both have the same expressive power. Our results illustrate the dangers of predicting using a model that is even "slightly" simpler than the distribution actually generating the data, vs. the relative robustness of directly searching for a good predictor. Our conclusions concerning the fragility of the former should not be surprising but we believe that given the importance of the problem it is valuable to have some idea of the true significance of the effect.
As we have indicated, in many real-world cases, where a model of the sort we have considered here seems plausible, it is impossible to nail down more specific characterizations of the probabilistic model. Our results exhibit how important it is to use the correct model and how sensitive are the results to deviations from it, when attempting to learn using model construction. One possible conclusion may be that in cases when the probabilistic model is not well understood but the tasks to be performed with the learned model are-one should prefer a more direct learning approach.
The purpose of this paper is not, of course, to advocate that in practice one should use either Winnow or binary CIA in exactly the form considered here. A richer probabilistic model should be used along with a model selection phase. However, studying the problem in a restricted and controlled environment in crucial so as to understand the nature and significance of this fundamental problem. The simple parametric approach can also be improved using various voting techniques, for instance. The success of Winnow may indicate that, when performing a prediction task in the presence of a rich probabilistic model, exploring nonparametric techniques may be a legitimate contender to trying to construct an approximate model. A careful comparison between such algorithms could be productive.
Notes
1. Of course, in practice, there are well-known ways to improve the performance of the classifiers studied here. These may involve model selection techniques, mixture models, etc. However, using these in our setting may obscure the fundamental nature of the problem considered here, which can be only studied in a restricted and controlled context. This is important because these issues are of great concern in many applications and are not understood theoretically. 2. In mathematical statistics (Hogg & Craig, 1995) the notion of robust estimators refers to estimators that are good (small variance, say) for a wide variety of distributions (not necessarily the best for any of them). Using this terminology we find here that EM is not robust, at least not under the type of distributional changes we investigated. 3. Since this is just binomial sampling, the error in the estimate decreases as 1/ √ sample size. 4. Note that if one simply chooses parameters of a CIA model independently at random, without examining the difficulty of the model or adjusting for n, one will get many truly trivial problems (in which X 0 is best predicted with a constant) and, as n increases, one would also get a growing, and disproportionate, number of "practically" trivial problems (in which any small subset of the attributes is enough to predict Z with nearly 100% accuracy, and thus predict optimally for X 0 ).
5. The three measures are not interderivable because S const and S best vary from model to model. Thus, in a certain sense, they measure different things. In a certain sense, the averaged T penalizes "easy" problems (in which it is easy to do fairly well) relative to hard problems more than does U , and even more when compared with the raw average. 6. Computed as the observed standard deviation, divided by the square root of the number of trials.
